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ABSTRACT
The thesis proposes a hybridized commercial retail strip inserted into a residual suburban condition
as a manner of investigating the latent potential of suburban logic, both its constituent elements and
its formal rules for composition. It then addresses a larger urbanistic issue of proposing a new formal
aesthetic for the American suburb. The project is a critique of presently underutilized surfaces in the
suburban condition: both physical buildings surface such as walls and roofs as well as land surface
area occupied by asphalt infrastructures. The residual figures on unused land as well as redundant and
excessive asphalt surfaces are the selected base condition which are then transformed through a series
of operations. The interjection of a collection of surface-intensive buildings which are blended together
as one composition in addition to the layering of circulation and logistical systems defines a hybrid
public surface intrinsic to the suburban condition.
Thesis Supervisor: Alexander D'Hooghe
Associate Professor of Architecture and Urbanism
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theoretical position
THE HORIZONTAL CITY
The contemporary American landscape is sprawling, homogenous, and loosely
defined. Territorial disintegration in the American landscape is the result of a
conscious set of interventions that occurred over the last century. Homogenous
suburban sprawl is the consequence of an outgrowth of planning policies that
promoted decentralization and disurbanization.
Once considered a critical project in response to deteriorating conditions in the
city center, decentralization has created an edgeless continuum of undefined
landscape, defining sprawling horizontal cities which cannot be contained or
formally ordered in a direct manner. Sprawl is the consequence of an outgrowth
of early Twentieth Century urban planning policies that promoted decentraliza-
tion and disurbanization.
Asphalt infrastructure often performs as both the mediator between multiple
scales and as a social interface, wiring together disjoint fragments of urbanity.
Endless miles of roads link islands of housing, commercial, and retail devel-
opments. Parking lots separate built objects from the road for the sake of
convenience to the driver and to emphasize the visibility of the building from
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the road. Buffers between buildings and roadways separate circulation right of
ways and isolate buildings, rendering them autonomous objects on a field of
asphalt. Urban planning codes enforce mono-functional zoning which promotes
the separation of functions based on land use. Road infrastructure is taken for
granted as the binding agent.
Paradoxically, since the early 1980s, the attempted revitalization of public
spaces in cities was practically synonymous with the exclusion of the car from
that space. Imposed automobile-free pedestrian public spaces in the suburban
condition achieves the opposite of the intended result. A solution for high-ca-
pacity parking is necessitated and typically manifests itself in large parking lots
on the periphery of the development, becoming large desolate spaces when
the commercial spaces they support are closed.
Early auto-centric modernist projects such as Frank Lloyd Wright's Broadacre
City and Le Corbusier's Plan for Paris depended on road infrastructure and
omitted the pedestrian experience from the logic of the design. A whole century
of suburban projects based on the decentralized model followed, beginning
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with Levittown in 1947. Banal, overused, and water-downed, this model has
been exhausted.
Can a new project arise which establishes an order to the homogenous subur-
ban field through a transformed deployment of asphalt infrastructure?
American urbanism is tethered to the automobile. Once considered a symbol of
modernity and progress, perception of interstates, elevated structures, and in-
terchanges within the city has shifted. Such urban artifacts are now considered
a blight to their context despite their indispensability. The design of suburbs is
driven by efficient vehicle circulation and commercial visibility. The awkward
residual interstitial space is the result of conflicting, incompatible logics: that
of the highway which biases the territorial scale, and the architectural scale of
buildings adjacent to the highway corridor.
Federally-funded urban highway projects and weak land-use planning contribut-
ed to the present condition in which American cities find themselves: no longer
organized hierarchically but instead along corridors of infrastructure. Disjoint
fragments of urbanity blur into one another into a homogenous, continuous
urban field loosely held together with infrastructural systems which form a
permanent order in the landscape. Urban planning codes enforced mono-func-
tional zoning which promoted the separation of functions based on ground use.
3.9 million miles of roads across the United States form 61,000 square mile
asphalt surface, or 1.6% of the total land area of the US.
Ill-conceived and blind-sighted public transportation projects across the US
will not resolve this problem as traditional rail systems, for example, cannot
operate efficiently across the decentralized landscape. Even if an alternative
infrastructure were defined, highways will not disappear. Automobile depen-
dence (whether gasoline based or otherwise) must be accepted as an a priori
condition.
The definition of the public domain within the decentralized, horizontal city is
lacking. Suburban residents spend their civic lives driving from one big box to
another, each disjointed and loosely held together with a vast network of auto-
mobile infrastructure. How does on define a public architecture in the context
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of urban sprawl? Sprawl has contributed to a shifting perception of the public
domain. The city and its periphery are now one continuous urban field which is
no longer the domain of a civic openness as was the traditional city, but rather
a larger territory of middle-class citizens dependent on mobility and mass
consumption.
Is it possible to define a new urban architectural typology which biases automo-
bile mobility?
An architecture of interface between the highway and suburb has yet to be
defined. Early modernist projects theorized the relationship between transport
infrastructure and the city. Louis Kahn's proposed plan for the Civic Forum in
Philadelphia, PA attempted to inspire a renewal of the city's core not solely
through its densification by consolidating various programmatic elements, but
instead through the intentional distinction between the surrounding Viaduct
architect of surrounding highway infrastructure and the city center. Kahn for-
malizes the relationship between the highway and the pedestrian scale of the
city through the design of a building which negotiates the interface between
the highway, parking, and the pedestrian scale. The design of the parking build-
ing was in response to the specific condition of disurbanization that modernist
architects faced sixty years ago. Kahn's concept of the parking building as a
physical manifestation of the moment in which one arrives into the city pro-
vides a formal template on which a suburban infrastructural interface can be
based. The architecture of stopping can be expanded into an architecture which
celebrates the moment of interface within an urban condition in which there is
no dichotomy between core and periphery.
The transfer station typology serves as a basis for understanding public spaces
in which multiple infrastructural systems meet. While transfer stations deal
with the interface between automobiles, busses, and trains, a template for
how the architecture negotiates infrastructure and creates moments of latent
centrality can be extracted and re-appropriated to other suburban typologies.
Whereas metropolitanism creates an artificial urbanity within a building, infra-
structural interfaces generate urban conditions temporally based on the shift-
ing of different vehicles entering through the infrastructures that feed it. Latent
centrality is achieved through the intentional wiring of infrastructural conflict.
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black box structure,
Infrastructure Is treated as an abstraction. Rather than con- infrastructure is treated as
structed as an aesthetic, It's form is supressed and made can be plugged In. This can
such that It disappears. The relationship among several how elements relate to one
infrastructural systems with each other and their context is one large frame. Other proj
not made conscious. methodology, Implying a
the interchange of element
Steven Graham makes argument that contemporary ten-
dency to black box due to lack of critical research in contem- John Habraken proposed th
porary Infrastructure design and the notion of technological supporting framewort of th
determinism (that there Is a 1:1 relationship between new system Into which an In-fill
technology and transformation of urban form). Hodge claims Inserted. The concept was
that changes In infrastrcture lead to changes in urban form. housing lathe Molenvilet pform courtyards was define
Contemporary infrastructure obscured within technical and by users.
technocratic Institutions.
Haussmann used the Parisian boulevard as an organizing
framework for laying out city Infrastructure (gas lighting, I
water mains, drainage, and sewers) in a plan to regularize
the street section as a means of dealing with the disordered
city and impose a new order based on a purely schematic
layout.
Building services concealed within wall cavities and dropped ceilings The architectural concept
typify black box approach to the design of infrastructure In architec- Weeks considers the buildi
ture. tion at layers with differentflexibility insa building. The
(structural system) is disco
building. Though is work
as the permanent layer, t
visibly present, a cncept
------------------------------ - - -----
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/infill
a formal framework into which elements
be a conceptual approach describing
another as singular objects fitting Into
ects have proposed it as a fabrication
stem which can transform over time with
into a fixed permanent order.
e concept of structure/in-fill In which the
e building Is expressed as a permanent
or Interior fit-out of units could be
rst Implemented In the field of mass
oject. An urban tissue in which buildings
d while the housing units were designed
f structure/in-fill as articulated by John
ng not as an object but as an accumula-
life spans as a response to the need for
permanent order of the building
nnected from the functionality of the
n hospital architecture Identified structure
was made as absent as possible and not
Weeks called the 'loose fit.'
industrial product
Construction of infrastructure as a symbolic marker characterized
the modernist highway networks of post WWII period in US. Modem
architecture proposed away of making buildings that responded to
what Le Corbusier described as the machine aesthetic.
Idea that the city was a single, objective entity became a dominant
basis of engineering, planning, and urban reform debated betwen
1850 and 1920. Growing corps of urban engineering understood
industrial city as a systemic machine. Infrastructure became an icon
of modernity.
Team X: fundamental tenet of modern movement in architecture is
the industrialization of building. In 1920s prior to genuinely industri-
alized techniques, objects built in the spirit of the machine.
Team X obsessed with concept of mobility and the motor car. Not
only a matter of traffic pattems but concemed with the Invention of
building types appropriate to the new urban pattern that motoriza-
tion demands.
Aim of urbanism Is comprehensibility. Alison Smithson states that
the most Important thing about roads Is that they are physically big
and have the same power as any big topographical features In the
landscape.
infrastructural paradigms in architecture
field condition objectification utopian form
Stan Allen Interested In architecture as effect: "From matters, but Projects uch as Cedric Price's Potteries Thinkbelt begin to articulate Netwo urban utopias In early
more for what It can do than for what It looks like. an architectural form constructed of Its Infrastructural components. 20th century.
Though the architecture Is built out of an Infrastructural system, the
Lack of determinscy producas a field condition characterized by form Is an aggregation of discrete Industrial otjects. Ebenezer Howard concerned with municipal rail connections and the
multiple, simultaneous performance vectors and programmatic notion of decentralization as a driver In the design.
surfaces often conflicting and always in different relations.
Formal or spatial matrix capable of unifying diverse elements while
respective identity of each. Loosely bound aggregates characterized
by porosity and interconnectivity. Emphasis on local connections.
Field is fundamentally a horizontal condition.
Allen argues that the American city is the most obvious manifesta-
lion. Deterritorialized ground plane contingent on particular geogra-
phy is reterritorialized by inscribed patterns.
Frank anyd Wright saw universal car ownership and an ever-
attending grid of pnblic highways as supporting ashift towards
r ksdecentralizedf ssef-sufficlent living and the progressive abandon-
ment of the cliv.
-*-h
Michel Focout jthree great variables: territory, communication,
and speed"
Infrastructure works to construct the site itnef.
Infrastructure Isflexible and anticipatory. Work with ioose envelope -Corbusier concerned with the emerging machine society and
of constraints rather than predetermined stale. proposed awail-ordered straight line system of housing develop-
mnt Concept of Idealized city Involving strungout linear corridors
Infrastructure the product of multiple authors. and facilities closely bound together by Integral Infrastructure.
Infrastructure must accomodate local conditlons while maintaining Urban approaches focusing on critical regionalism attempt toetrc Robert Moses wanted highway to unify city creating an Integrated
overall continuity rather than defaulting to regularity. a public element to Infrastructure, thus considering Ies an urban car-oriented urban form.
iaetworObject which can be occupied by multiple modes of circulation.
Infasrucur isstt~c Mst rouc fildconitonstht dsrptFormal approaches Involve defining systems in addition to vehicular Graham argues that decentalization of American city underpinnedtendency to organize In linear fashion, circulation which overlay or are adjacent oll btty achievements of the modem Infrastructurall Ideal. Decentralized
metropolitan forms provide landscape to sustain parallel processes
Infrastructures work like artificial ecologies. of Infrastructural splintering and urban fragmentation.
Infrastructure designed with repetitive lements facilitates architec-.1- p-*jA
tural approach to urbanism.
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The logic of the intermodal transfer station can then be applied to the interface
between the highway and the suburb. The interstate system carries personal ve-
hicle traffic, freight, and other services. The manner in which these flows empty
from the highway is treated the same regardless of context as the same type
of exit and interchange infrastructure is used in rural area, city centers, and the
homogenous sprawl in between. The highway itself operates as a carrier of mul-
tiple flows, however, freight traffic and personal vehicle traffic differ in destina-
tion. The major components of the suburb, namely residential developments,
big box stores, and strip malls are all dependent upon highway infrastructure.
Can the movement of freight, passenger vehicles, and pedestrians be orches-
trated to define a formal negotiation between highway infrastructure and the
suburb while simultaneously generating moments of urbanity?
Highway infrastructure is built upon a relentless logic of mobility.
Infrastructure relates the fragmented homogenous fabric to a much larger
territorial form. At this territorial scale, permanent boundaries are formed in
the landscape through the orchestration of movement while simultaneously
manifesting itself as a built form at the architectural scale. This built form,
however, lacks an interface to its context. Circulation interfaces such as entry/
exit ramps, service roads, toll plazas, and interchanges as well as physical inter-
faces such as noise barriers, embankments, and residual landscaping form a
set of typologies which are dependent purely on the logic of the highway which
operates at the territorial scale.
The interstate conforms to a homogenous uniformity along its entire length
with few responses to local conditions. Signage, forms of overpasses and inter-
changes, and the logic of the right-of-way itself are mostly uniform in all parts
of the country. A uniform section governs the layout of the road while turning
radii and super-elevation constraints dictate the geometric form of the high-
way. In the essay "The Highway and the City," Lewis Mumford argues that the
Interstate Highway Act of 1956 encouraged the rapid construction of highways
without considering the effects of their form in relation to the city. Studying the
urbanistic and architectural effects of the highway on its context is beyond the
scope of the highway engineer who is most concerned about efficient travel
between two points and lacks both historic insight and social memory. Building
larger, wider, and faster roads becomes an end in itself.
Jonathan Solomon in Pamphlet Architecture 26 argues for a post-Fordist view
of infrastructure which moves away from considering the highway as a mere
manufactured, mass-produced product to a performative device capable of
operating at and transforming with respect to conditions at multiple scales.
Can the relentless logic of mobility be superimposed with an architectural logic
for highway interface building to generate a new form of public architecture in
the suburban context?
Freight storage warehouses and distribution centers are scattered across the
suburban landscape, situated on cheap land and near highway infrastruc-
ture. They are an indispensable component of the supply chain, serving as an
interface between goods manufactured abroad and the final product send to a
big-box store for sale. Distribution centers are also a super-scaled architectural
form which interfaces with the highway.
Despite their ubiquity, their architectural form is the product of value engineer-
ing and efficient construction. The shell of the building is nothing more than a
system of long-span trusses, columns, and a metal skin. Though the interior of
the building belongs to a privatized, corporate system, the building itself has
the potential to perform an urbanistic role due to its scale, extreme horizontal-
ity for structuring land form, and its attachment to highway infrastructure.
How can the scale and dimensionality of this super-scale highway interface be
exploited to establish a formal order at a territorial scale?
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A new typology of SUBURBAN INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING designed to inter-
face the territorial form of the highway with its local context while also attempt-
ing to reconfigure the underlying structure of the suburb will be designed based
on the reconfiguration of existing suburban elements. This transformation
operates on the notion of defining potentially advantageous LAYER OF LOGIC
of multiple systems and ALTERNATE SPATIAL ADJACENCIES to produce a hybrid
building greater than the sum of its parts.
As the model for 'just-in-time' shipping is slowly being left in favor of more tra-
ditional methods of shipping and storing products in warehouses until needed,
the necessity for long term storage facilities will increase dramatically parallel
to consumer demand. Warehouse and distribution centers scattered along in-
terstate corridors perform as nodes within a much larger supply chain network.
Cheap land along these corridors is favored for the construction of distribution
centers over the built-out and expensive Industrial districts near the port.
Middle-ring suburbs in New Jersey are suitably situated with respect to highway
infrastructure and near enough to sea ports to accomodate such types of ware-
houses. Nearly a quarter of all warehouse in the United States were built within
the last twenty years, indicative of an economic preference for the construction
of new warehouses rather than the rehabilitation of older structures. Nearly
half of all US warehouse are relatively small, with a floor area between 1,000
and 5,000 square feet. The demand for such warehouses in this middle-ring
suburban context define an architectural problem which can address larger
issues of suburban fragmentation.
We are at a moment when landscape, infrastructure, and architecture are
becoming increasingly interwoven, opening many opportunity for typological
innovation. Traditional planning approaches isolated systems and zones of
activity in a two-dimensional plane, precluding any possibility of inventiveness
or typological innovation. An architectural language derived from the ubiqui-
tous, banal substance of the American suburb defines a project which moves
behind mere aesthetic skin treatments and critically examines the relationship
between highway infrastructure and architecture.
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DESIGN ISSUES
The project seeks to address the following set of design issues both in the fram-
ing of the design problem as well as the proposed scheme:
1 A counter project to the homogenous suburban condition.
This project attempts to set up conditions which are counter to the homog-
enous, sprawling American suburb. Vast swaths of land without a territorial
figure lack relation to one another and the potential of a territorial project is to
clearly define specific points within this field. The critical aspect of this project
is not merely imposing an arbitrary development, but rather building a project
based on the substance of the suburb and capitalizing on the latent opportuni-
ties within underutilized surfaces.
2 Integration of the car into public architecture.
This project appeals for the integration of the car into the public domain. The
issue of a segmented landscape provokes the design of an interface between
seemingly conflicting circulation systems, namely vehicular and pedestrian. If
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the hard transitions between different infrastructures were broken down, the
homogenous urban landscape would acquire moments of continuity, defin-
ing interstitial spaces full of potential which are presently nonexistent. This
problem is often neglected in favor a park-and-ride, car parks, and parking lots
hidden away from the New Urbanist-designed main street to give the illusion of
a pedestrian-centric development. Rather than address the issue with known
pragmatic 'walkable' approaches, the conflict between vehicle and pedestrian
can be used as a basis for a new type of urban project in the suburban context
where this conflict is so pronounced.
3 Defining pockets of urbanity within the mess of suburban logic.
This project rejects the ubiquitous solution of artificial urbanity found in the
new urbanist town squares that romanticize urbanity and fail to address
thecritical architectural problem of operating within the logics of the suburb.
Razing hundreds of square miles of the built American landscape in order to
implement some idealized radical suburban transformation is also not the
solution. Rather, one must consider smaller interventions, carefully scattered
throughout the urban field, which address the reality of the homogenous urban
condition and which recognizes the indispensability of the infrastructure which
supports it.
4 Validation of the American suburb as a critical project.
The project seeks to validate the language of the American suburb through its
reconfiguration to produce moments of urbanity, not through a denial of their
present lack of urban nature but rather to exploit their potentials. The hybrid
building would demonstrate that urban conditions are possible within the sub-
urb through the construction of adjaencies and infrastructural layering. Urbanity
is thus not imposed or forces, but instead extracted from the reconfiguration of
an existing formal language.
5 Exploit the potential in underutilized surfaces through the hybridization of
surface-intensive programs.
The condition of the residual and under-utilized surface defines the present
state of the suburban landscape. The project suggests a set of design pro-
cesses which can transform the monofunctionality of these surfaces both into
spatially, technologically, and urbanistically performative devices. Hybridization
of largely privatized retail and logistical programs gives way to a new type of
public surface intrinsic to the suburb and derived from its existing components.
6 Define a project which simultaneously operates at multiple scales and
breaks down the distinction between the tectonic, architectural, and territorial
scale.
The suburban project does not exclusively operate at one scale or bias the
process of zoning, but instead produces a set of Design operations intended to
layer, overlap, and define adjacencies between multiple surfaces suggests an
ability to address multiple scales at the same time. The question of land use
translates to the problem of the surface.
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INFRASTRUCTURAL LANDSCAPE: A NEW SUBURBAN AESTHETIC
This is not a utopian project, but rather one which operates on the constraints
and logic of the infrastructure to transform the homogenous asphalt landscape.
It is also not merely pragmatic and will act to superimpose an architectural
logic upon the generative logic of engineered forms. The notion of a suburban
aesthetic is completely grounded in the engagement with practicality.
The project is a demonstration of how a material investigation into the latent
potential of suburban logic produces a continuous form that expresses the
erasure of objects, barriers, and buffer zones. The project yields both a para-
digmatic transformation of the suburban strop as motivated by observations of
the existing condition, as well as defines a new aesthetic for conceiving of the
suburb as a continuous surface as the territorial scale. A paradigmatic project
and a projective territorial-scale vision are not mutually exclusive.
The suburban project is inherently a project about land use. The selected condi-
tion can be considered mostly residual surface as a consequence of a num-
ber of (in some cases redundant) asphalt infrastructures: regional highways,
service roads, access roads, driveways, parking lots, and loading docks. The
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project proposes a hybrid public surface which retains the functionality of these
systems, transforms residual asphalt into performative devices, while providing
an entirely different spatial experience unique to the suburban condition. Such
a formal gesture is a direct response to perceived spatial fragmentation, visual
pollution from a lack of coherent formal order, and the dominance of vehicle
circulation that characterize the notion of suburban sprawl.
The transformation of residual surfaces must itself produce a formal aesthetic
which would give rise to a structure for the suburb. Its critique as an unde-
signed wasteland, fragmented and seemingly without order, can be attrib-
uted to its lack of a formal order. Attempts at defining such an order within
the suburb are particularly identifiable in historical suburbs built in the mid
twentieth century. Historical references to picturesque nature corroborate the
early utopian vision of the decentralized horizontal city. Notions of the collec-
tive while maintaining separation and privacy are apparent in the concept of
the front lawn. Nature as a device for territorial structuring is most visible in the
design of parkways, large highways intended to convey the notion of a system
embedded within nature as somehow becoming an extension of it. In both
4.
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cases, the concept of a green mat registers as a continuous natural landscape
and performs as the connection territorial tissue.
The suburban context necessitates a new language of assembling components
that urban design or planning cannot address. Traditional concepts of urbanism
such as spatial density, centrality, and figure-ground are all irrelevant in this
context. The following two devices derived from existing conditions are motiva-
tion for formal moves:
SPATIAL ADJACENCY
Adjacency addresses coexistence mechanisms where different programmatic
and circulation elements are juxtaposed against one another, such as pedes-
trian, car, and truck circulation, or surfaces for car movement and surfaces for
public activities. The tension between different systems can be exploited while
producing a segmentation that is productive versus the architecturally empty
approach of monofunctional zoning.
The territorial form must engage with the context through connectivity, edges,
access, and existing residual surface. This additional layer of complexity re-
solves adjacencies at a much larger scale.
INFRASTRUCTURAL LAYERING
The territorial form is the result of the layering of circulation, logistical, and
drainage infrastructure. These existing infrastructures will be coupled with
the additional layering of energy collection and distribution infrastructure. The
parallel paths of movement define implied corridors, with the ground peeling to
enable access into the embedded big box retail store and warehouse programs.
Localized conditions of parking, surfaces for public activities, and access points
to the electricity infrastructure for electric vehicle charging and public electrical
access are layered together to define formal articulations to the landscape.
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1,4
design test 1: double-curved articulated surface
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design test 2: stratified surface
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Paramus, NJ, a city fifteen miles outside of Man-
hattan and paradigmatic of the congested sub-
urban condition prevelant throughout the entire
northeastern US, acts as the context into which
the hybridized suburban infrastructure building
will be inserted.
The multiples layers, each with its own constituent
elements and infrastructures at differing scales,
operate independently with respect to function
yet are inextricably linked through road infrastruc-
ture. A layer of gridded streets define suburban
neighborhoods, complete with front lawns, and
sidewalks. Superimposed upon this are three
major regional highways.
context / 29
patemus. nj
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Paramus is bisected by several major infrastructural
corridors lined with suburban retail strips. New Jer-
sey Route 4 runs on a mostly east-west alignment
and terminates at the George Washington bridge
outside of Manhattan. As it passes through Para-
mus, the scales of adjacent developments varies
from small strip malls to highway interchanges to
large-scale big box developments. The consequence
of multiple development typologies along this linear
path is a vast swath of residual and interstitial
space.
context / 31
The selected site sits at the intersection of three major highways: the Garden
State Parkway, NJ Route 4, and NJ Route 17. Its critical location has allowed it
to develop into a centralized location for regional shopping centers, including
an IKEA and the Garden State Plaza Mail, one of the largest enclosed malls in
the country.
The masses of the big box buildings and the asphalt infrastructures that link
the big boxes to the regional highways constitute a large swath of continous
asphalt surface in addition to number of residual figures which serve as spatial
buffers, permeable surface for storm water managements, and embankments
to negotiate roadway overpasses. The result is a composition of open, continu-
"4 'k
ous surface which is limited by its monofunctionality. The buildings, though
serving as an advertisement for its enclosed retail function from the highway,
are monolithic and appear scaleless due to the excessive open space surround-
ing them. The parking surfaces themselves are overdesigned based upon gen-
eralized standards rather than actual required parking spaces and over-sized
for convenience. Each surface (parking, permeable, facade, and roof) is mono-
functional in that it merely serves a singular purpose (circulation, drainage,
enclosure), however, it's full performative potential can be revealed through the
transformation of this condition.
a,
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hybridizing the suburban strip
1 layering of surface-intensive program
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The base condition of the suburban commercial retail strip is characterized by
big box stores and strip malls set back from an arterial road to accomodate
parking lots and buffer spaces that often exceed the square footage of the big
box itself. The notion of the residual surface is treated through the hybridization
of the retail strip condition consisting of a layering of multiple surface-intensive
programs. Big box stores, warehouses, highway service programs, and public
programs can be collapsed into a singular composition which makes better use
of each surface.
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warehouse / distribution center / storage
ighy logstical progam
0I
-M,~ #
public pool
basketball court
teninis court
outdoor theater
public recreational programsgas station / truck stop / motel
highway public facilities
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2 corridors and hidden infrastructures
2
~ir -
Warehouses and distributions centers sit on tracts
of land along highway corridors to enable efficient
access to infrastructure while remaining hidden
from view. The scale of the building and its banal,
cost-efficient design makes it incompatible with
being removed from its outlying location. The
building is comprised of large continuous areas of
unused surface area and surrounded by redundant
infrastructure, both of which could be used advanta-
geously if combined with other programs while still
remaining hidden from view.
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3 potentially rentable big box surfaces
The combined surface area of the surround-
ing asphalt surfaces of a big box store greatly
exceeds its internal floor surface area. The
surface area of the roof and parking lot could
potentially be utilized as rentable space if
combined with the hidden warehouse typol-
ogy. In other words, the surfaces of the big
box development could become thickened to
accomodate rentable warehouse space.
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blending into a singular composition
warehouse slips beneath the surface of the big box parking
warehouses partially embedded in ground
net zero displacement of soil defines embankments that enable access to roof surfaces
The collection of big box retail stores and warehouses are blended together into a singular compo-
sition such that their vertical and horizontal surface blend with the residual space between them,
consequently producing a continuous suburban surface. This singular surface serves as a device of
enclosure and its articulation differentiates between infrastructural systems, modes of circulation,
and programs. Surface treatments and aperture typologies define a grain along the surface while
maintaining its continuity. The resultant duality of the big box parking lot surface and roof of the
warehouse begins to articulate a new type of suburban aesthetic. The apparent structural acrobat-
ics and earthwork displacement required to achieve this hybrid typology are economically justified
through the net gain of rentable space and the interjection of public services which contrast to the
base condition.
thickened suburban surface defines continuous public landscape
contains warehouses and big box retails stores
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parking space requirements
public assembly
1space 100 sf
shopping center (500,000 sf+)
ispace 200sf
retail (general)
I space 250sf
retail (grocery)
Ispace 300 sf
retail (bulk)
Ispace 400sf big bo sie range by flar area
warehouse
1 space 1000 sf
loading dock requirement
I space 15,000 sf
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parking lot lighting requirements
- N
y
0
I fc average across lot
min 0.25 fc on parking strface
inverse square law illumin
with lu
the dis
(
x
ation E at a point on surface varies directly
minous intensity I and inversely as the square of
tance D between the source and point.
D distance from source to where light hits surface
H mounting height
e angle between H and D
X distance from position directly beneth light source
to point where light hits surface
big box components
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warehouse components dmnin fra rnpnvhce
le. 14. 42M L2
14 2f .- o
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vehicle turning radius
rigid truck
articulated truck
drawbar trailer conmbination
'Ii
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pallet types and pallet trucks
low profile pallet
key spacer palet
C Dm
QQ
disposable corrugated board pallet
special drum pallet
loading dock design considerations
typlal loadingbay section
adjacency/ privacy wall
tBm 2.0 2A4m 3.58m L.ifm
030m 2. - . L22m
Anatnno .
rack configurations
tong sw seMng tIred stewng ra sd torage area cv lev ing two Ihv stoage tree rams
block post palets dHveIn rocks bear pallet IIks gravity Ie ocks
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pallet racks
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design proposal
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The massing of the project is a negotiation between
the placement of the big box retail stores, storage
warehouses, and the relationships between truck,
vehicle, and pedestrian circulation systems. The
hybridization of these systems together produces an
articulated ground condition in which the surface is
continuous.
Local articulations produce slight separations be-
tween parking and linear parks, and major articula-
tions in the mass separate public surfaces from the
logistics corridors. The overall figurality of the pro-
gram attempts to overtake the residual areas defined
by the present asphalt infrastructures and produce a
figurality which relates to its edge conditions.
design proposal / 49
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Infrastructural landscape / sectional perspective
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project massing
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articulated ground / sliver massing diagram
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The linearity of the parking lot is slightly trans-
formed in both plan and section to yield slivers
of interstitial space, producing linear parks
embedded between rows of parking stalls. The
linear park widens at points to accomodate dif-
ferent types of public recreational program and
in section becomes occupiable as transitional
space between each band of parking. Pedes-
trian circulation occurs both parallel to the
movement of traffic within the park as well as
perpendicular for access to the big box stores.
The project massing defines a continuously
occupiable public surface, vertical surfaces
for access to the big box stores and logistical
corridors for trucks to access warehouses. The
massing fills in a residual space created by the
mall's existing parking lot, the two adjacent
highways, and a municipal park. As a result,
the overall territorial form extends the edges of
the municipal park into the project.
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design proposal / 71
warehouse public theater parking/ linear parks
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logistics corridor distribution center
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section b
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section c
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section d
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design proposal / 81
82
An aesthetic language is defined through the transformation of pragmatic sub-
urban devices reconceptualized through the lens of the suburban surface. Ele-
ments of big boxes, parking lots, and logistic interfaces become rearticulated
as thickened surfaces, embedded objects, and performative devices. Gone is
the monofunctionality of each object and in favor of the ability to define a clear
formal language intrinsic to the suburban condition.
surface device catalog
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performative horizontal envelope The roof of the big box is transformed into
a performative envelope which houses
mechanical equipment, solar collecting
surfaces, and creates aperatures within the
envelope. These layers define a grain to the
overall surface of the composition and are a
component of the surface aesthetic.
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performative horizontal envelope
pv panel
mounting hardware
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The negotatiation of the angle of the roof
plane and the rotational configuration of
each solar panel produces a surface with
punched apertures to allow natural light
and ventilation into the big box below. The
thickened surface incorporates the long- 28*
span structure, aperatures, and mechanical 350
equipment.
1 30mm Ophatt concrete skin
2 5.6mm two4eyer bituminous membrane
13mm waterpoof gypsum-based composite board
100mm thermat Insulation
3 80mm concrete lab on traperoidal section steel sheet
4 suspended sofit: aluminum mesh on framed steel supports
& tight gouge steel trs
6 flexible organic photovoltaic assembly
solar eergy colection electronics
7 250W high-bay Industrial light fixture
8 drain and water collection
9 entation duct and extemal exhaust
10 embedded led ftres
10
5
89
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parking lot lighting
*1*
y---- ---
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Solar energy collected by the panel arrays on
the big box roof surfaces is distributed to ac-
cess points throughout the public surfaces.
Along the parking stalls, these points are
both lighting poles and points of access for
O electric vehicle charging. Smaller clusters
0 0 of access points are distributed within the
* 0 0
* 0 0 0 linear parks to provide electrical access for
personal use. The grid of these points is su-
0 perimposed onto the linearity of the plan to
o define another layer of spatial organization.
0 0 00
0 0
00
0 * 0 0
o o0 * 00
00 0
00
0 0 0
-----------------------------------------------------------------0 -- *- -0 -- 00000-- - 0 0------------
0ufc eie aao/8
loading dock
loading dock
loading bay parking at 90*
edge condition
dispatch buffr-
I t9L E
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ot
Loading docks and building services such
as garbage collection are consolidated
into linear logistics corridors. Truck access
points occur on the vertical surface which
is produced from the fold between the
public surfaces and the truck surface. The
geometry of the surface is governed by the
warehouse's internal spatial distribution and
truck maneuvering constraints and turning
radii.
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parking geometry
light poles
natural surface
vehicle surface
parking stalls
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Slight sectional and planametric transformations of
a standard row of parking stalls defines interstitial
linear strips. The aggregation of the parking and lin-
ear park strips defines a subtly articulated surface.
Each incremental sectional translation of the strips
enables the overall surface to slowly slope upward
and accomodate embedded programs within.
L J
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groun condtionsThe continous asphalt surface is manipulated inground conditions
order to accomodate differing ground condi-
tions. Sloped embankments typically limited
by a degree which prevents soil from sliding
are capped by an asphalt layer. This layer is
punctured at moments between the parking
and park linear strips to allow for water to drain
through.
sloped embankment
site grading flow line.
drainage dithe
max elevation
major overflow
4I
warehouse roof
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barriers and spatial dividers
jersey barrier
guardrail
Physical artifacts that define spatial bound-
aries in the existing condition are translated
into surface articulations. Small separations
are implied through wrinkles or slight defor-
mations within the surface whereas larger
separations, such as that between vehicle
and pedestrian circulation, is defined by an
occupiable section as an extension of the
linear parks.
retaining wall
surface device catalog / 95
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appendix
ESSAY: INFRASTRUCTURAL INTERCHANGE AS CONTEMPORARY CIVIC COMPLEX
The disjoint nature and fragmentation of the existing urban landscape
is a consequence of nearly a century of planning policies that pro-
moted such disurbanization. A template for the contemporary civic
complex, grounded on modernist notions of group form and extracted
from the typology of the infrastructural transfer station, is proposed as
a counter-project to disurbanization. Such a project seeks to define a
public domain which embraces the fragmentation and liberal ideal of
the public while contrasting to the homogeneity and sea of sprawl that
is the American landscape. This is not to imply a blind acceptance of
sprawl without question and attribute it as merely the result of econom-
ic development. It is also not a basis for making the case of a return to
some ideal of the classic city.
Infrastructural artifacts and the residue of their presence within a spa-
tial context are physical manifestations of the underlying frameworks
to which they belong. The simultaneously perform as abstractions of
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the black-box connectivity they enable and built, physical objects with
spatial implications at multiple scales. Their territorial form - continu-
ous lines in space - operates based on notions of connection and
inclusion while it's local form paradoxically disrupts and severs when
the context into which it is placed is not carefully considered. Public
aversion to infrastructure's raw presence leads planners to direct it out
of the city, push it underground, or banish it all together. Such aversion
is a question of perception rather than form. The form of the mid-Twen-
tieth century American urban highway is not to blame for the failure of
the project and is merely the scapegoat for the inevitable consequence
of an ill-conceived and ulteriorly-motivated project to raze parts of the
city with highways for the purposes of 'urban renewal.
An intentional design of the infrastructure's location has the ability to
restructure a territory both in terms of access and physical continu-
ity. The design problem lies within designing the transfer points of the
system.
This duality of a super-scale form in the horizontal direction and
concrete objects at an architecture scale gives rise to the question of
ideal infrastructural aesthetics. The system performs as the mediator
between multiple physical scales as well as a social interface wiring
together different disjoint fragments of the urban landscape. Transfer
points within the systems monumentalize this interface in concrete
form.
Early modernist projects theorized the relationship between transport
infrastructure and the city. Louis Kahn intended to "inspire the renewal
of the city" by consolidating various programmatic elements into one
center in his proposed urban planning scheme, The Civic Forum, for
Philadelphia, PA .The strength of the plan does not solely derive from
densifying the city center with different types of civic program, but
rather from the intentional distinction between the Viaduct architecture
of surrounding highways and that of the city inhabitant's activities. The
relationship between the two types of architecture, though seemingly
incompatible with respect to scale, presents an intentional statement
about the public domain, namely that the parking building should be
the exact point in the infrastructural system in which one enters into
the public sphere and becomes a civic person.
Monumental parking buildings act as a protection for the space within,
a signifier of the importance of both car and pedestrian movement
manifested in the form of the building. Kahn considers streets to be
canal which need an appropriate dock, which is to say this terminal
point cannot be anywhere but instead in carefully considered locations
as a way of structuring the core. The buildings themselves would give
one a sense of entrance into the core, performing as a gateway into
the city. Viaducts feeding these terminal points should be redesigned
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with a form that is not "just the same old stilts and crude construction."
Kahn promotes the concept of civic centers as integrated with road
infrastructure, describing great concentrations of buildings that would
be stopping places for cars interfaced with a human-scale pedestrian
experience.
Kahn's concept of the parking building as a physical manifestation of
the moment in which one arrives at the city provides a formal template
on which the infrastructural civic complex can be based. Nevertheless,
the parking building is in response to the specific condition of disurban-
ization that faced modernist architects sixty years ago, specifically the
notion of a strict dichotomy between city and its periphery. Within this
hierarchy, it is logical to celebrate the moment of transition from the
periphery into the core of the city as a way of architecturally distinguish-
ing the core from the rapidly growing city-like, yet un-urban periphery.
This is not the case in the contemporary condition as the distinction
between core and periphery, city and suburb, or built environment
and rural countryside is quickly diminishing and is no longer relevant.
Maarten Hajer and Arnold Reijindop dismiss this artificial dichotomy
and redefine the relationship between city and periphery as a single
urban field which is no longer defined by traditional notions of a civic
openness, but rather a territory of middle-class citizens . Such an urban
field is dependent on mass consumption, characterized by undifferenti-
ated sprawl, and loosely bound together with transportation systems.
Robert Fishman suggests that post-war sections of modern American
metropolitan areas from functionally separate rings around the core
city tied together with a freeway system . Strategic locations to live
are determined based on accessibility rather than centrality , thus the
form of the city is no longer organized hierarchically but instead along
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corridors of infrastructure. The phrase 'edge city' as coined by Joel Gar-
reau describes these large, mostly unplanned clusters of retail, office,
and single family homes that have effectively usurped the function of
the city's core in many modern American cities. Federally-funded urban
highways and weak land-use planning contributed to this condition.
The sprawling nature of edge cities cannot produce concentrated flows
of passengers to a destination in order to support conventional public
transportation systems, however, the argument that public transport is
simply not suitable for mobility in the contemporary condition and that
transport policy should therefore promote car dominance is inherently
flawed. A purely car-dominated city is a hostile environment for both
pedestrians and public transport vehicles. Complexities that arise from
the negotiation of freeways with their arterial roads do not allow busses
or trams to operate efficiently. Even if it were feasible to make stops on
the highway itself, most edge city developments are set back on local
roads from the freeway and there are rarely destinations within walking
distance of the freeway.
Most suburban travel occurs between suburbs versus the periphery-
core relationship, which calls for a rail and highway infrastructure
which are mutually dependent on each other. Jane Jacobs is critical
of the forced decisions between the "erosion of cities or attrition of
automobiles ." She attacks both the high-rise vision embedded in Le
Corbusier's design of the Radiant City as well as the nostalgic, neo-tra-
ditional naivet4 of the Garden City movement as not applicable to this
debate. The widely accepted dogma of 1960s urban planning with the
separation of vehicles and pedestrians, a Sertian idea removed from an
entirely different urban problem and misapplied ad naseum, is counter-
productive in dealing with the sprawling megalopolis condition.
Disjoint fragments of urbanity blur into one another into a homoge-
nous, continuous urban field held together with infrastructural systems
which form a permanent order in the urban field at the territorial scale.
The dispersed, horizontal city cannot be contained or formally ordered
in a direct manner. Theories of a new order for such development can-
not be applied to the existing built environment which thus calls for a
project responding to the question of how to restructure territories in
specific moments. Manuel de Sola-Morales describes the process of
affecting the territory as a whole with discrete interventions as urbanis-
tic acupuncture. We are at a moment when landscape, infrastructure,
and architecture are becoming increasingly interwoven, thus opening
many opportunities for typological innovation . Interchange points scat-
tered throughout the urban field at strategic locations in effect define
a collection of polynuclear centers. These civic complexes become city
'centers' which do not have a prescribed location relative to the physi-
cal center of the city.
Kahn's celebrated moment of entrance into the city is even more
relevant and critical in the contemporary blending of city and periphery.
Rather than discrete, binary moments of entering the core of the city, a
similar monumental gesture is required at interfaces between infra-
structural systems as a way of defining artificial cores in contrast to
homogenous sprawl. Complexities interwoven of mass parking build-
ings, highways, and rail infrastructure become points of congregation,
defining a new civic complex typology dependent on the architecture of
interchange and transition. Dispersion of the city by its nature necessi-
tates multiple infrastructure system. Physical locations where opposing
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systems collide inherently produce moments of heightened urbanity.
Designing an interface for multiple circulation systems produces a
latent centrality inherent to the interface which fluctuates temporally.
Infrastructure uniquely operates at the territorial scale, forming perma-
nent delineations in the landscape and orchestrating movement while
simultaneously manifesting itself as a built form at the architectural
scale. Infrastructural form relates fragments of the homogenous fabric
with each other. Formalizing the moment of transition as Kahn formal-
ized the architecture of stopping and moment of entering the city raises
questions of ideal infrastructural aesthetics. Several historical and
contemporary modernist projects are examined from which to extract
a template of the ideal infrastructural interchange as one of many
polynuclear centers that performs as a singular moment of heightened
urbanity in a sea of sprawl.
Manuel de Sola-Morales's Moll de La Fusta project in Barcelona, Spain
treats the Ronda del Litoral highway as a performative device: an infra-
structure which is also entirely civic. Conventional planning techniques
to rid the city of the car's presence by completely submerging the
highway below grade are eliminated all together and the car is given its
proper place in the city. Simplistic organization of the section enables
the ground surface to perform a civic role in the creation of a public
promenade interfacing the city with the waterfront. It represents an
architecture of the sublime and an almost absence of form, with each
move boldly restructuring the entire linear swath of land along Barcelo-
na's waterfront. The promenade serves as a terminus for Las Ramblas
and marks a territorial boundary between the density of the older parts
of the city and the openness of the port, dotted with large big-box-like
entertainment and retail venues. de Sola-Morales demonstrates that
the highway and pedestrian-friendly civic space are not incompatible.
The project extends along the waterfront and is therefore manifested
at a territorial scale with little visible architectural form. Manipulating
ground sections suggests a variety of typological possibilities in the
relationship between vehicular and pedestrian circulation.
de Sola-Morales similarly approaches the form of the intermodal trans-
fer station in Leuven, Belgium with "measured discretion, " creating a
powerful gesture in orchestrating movement at different levels.
Rather than imposing an aesthetic on the stations design, the project's
form is purely derived from an urbanistic intent to synthesize all of the
project's components into a "succinct urban form" in order to bring
"clarity and a sense of well-being to a situation that would otherwise
only cause inconvenience. " The volumes of the original train station,
bus terminal, and smaller outlying buildings define a public square on
three sides which acts as an interface between the older and newer
portions of the city.
The strength of the project is derived from the aesthetic
opposition of the volumes to each other, together forming a group of
objects as a part of a unified civic complex. de Sola-Morales's design of
the public square signifies a different definition of the public domain.
It is not the notion of a traditional - or what is perceived to be tradi-
tional - square as this centrally-located piece of public land on which
all citizens happily gather and exchange conversation. Instead, it is
a civic space deeply embedded in the interface of the infrastructural
network seeking to create a dense urban condition as a consequence
of this interface. The square is not a byproduct nor an imposed artifact
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but rather an intentional physical manifestation of a transition point in
the infrastructural network. Leuven's connection to the larger region is
embedded in form at the point where rail and road networks overlap.
Rafael Moneo's addition to the Madrid Atocha railway station similarly
arranges the volume of the new rail station in close proximity to the old
station in order to establish a relationship between the buildings and to
intentionally design the interstitial space between them, defining a vi-
brant urban space charged with tension. It is a collection of smaller ob-
jects each with a different architect, and the aesthetics of group form
express continuity within the project. The scale of this project is much
greater as the rail station is a major hub for the country, as well negoti-
ates between the older rail network, subway, and high speed train.
Within this assemblage of circulation systems lie inherent connections
that need to be wired accordingly in the urban form. Passenger flows
enable the continual, yet transient inhabitation of the public space.
Though not an interchange in the sense of a multi-modal transition, the
New Haven Veterans Memorial Coliseum is an attempt to concretize the
ideas embedded in Kahn's dock for the city while making full use of the
group form language. The pervasive drab typology of parking garages
designed purely as real estate projects then "wrapp(ed) with a nice
grille " is rejected in favor of a project which attempts to express itself
as a civic building. Beyond the inclusion of specific types of program,
the juxtaposition of an infrastructural interface with a particular ar-
rangement of formal masses structures a civic complex with achieves
a dense urban condition. The Coliseum in New Haven, CT was designed
by Roche Dinkaloo and Associates is an arena on the Yale University
campus completed in 1972 and razed in January 2007. In addition to
serving local New Haven sporting events, the venue was popular among
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traveling exhibitions, music concerts, and national wrestling matches.
Its shear capacity and convenient access off of the Interstate contrib-
uted to its success until competing venues and public opposition to the
building ultimately led to its demise.
The form of the building consists of a raised elevated volume housing
a parking facility over an 11,000 seat arena and supporting program.
The low water table and need for a sufficient amount of parking to
support the arena necessitated raising the parking above the arena,
clearly defining a platform that was purely infrastructural. Beneath the
elevated platform, masses were freely arranged in order to respond to
urbanistic conditions related to continuity and access. Because the plat-
form is elevated, the objects take on forms beyond programmatic func-
tions. An occupied elevated volume requires structure to bear the loads
of its wait and give it stability such that it does not overturn. Circulation
cores are necessary in order to access the raised volume. The consid-
erable vertical distance between the ground plane and the elevated
volume dictates circulation cores of a substantial size. Stair volumes to
access the elevated parking garage are scattered around the arena and
two monumental cylindrical volumes housing quarter-mile long ramps
stand alongside the parking volume, defining the edges of the complex
on the ground plane. The objects are placed in an intentional configura-
tion enabling direct access to the adjacent street grids, with one street
passing directly through the project and another entering halfway and
terminating at the arena entrance. A public mezzanine level above the
ground and below the elevated platform enables continuous pedestrian
circulation around the program volumes. An exhibition hall volume situ-
ated at the public mezzanine level next to the arena along with store-
front shops at the ground plane, and likewise the full potential of the
project, were never realized.
At the urban scale, the building anchors itself at an intersection of a
highway and freight rail right-of-way, defining a corner of the region
rather than allowing it to spread endlessly in every direction. The build-
ing also marks the entrance into the city off of the Route 34 connector
highway. The long, elevated parking volume is visible from the high-
way as a stark contrast to the homogenous fabric of low-rise build-
ings around it. The building marks itself as an intentional opposition
to what's around it, making apparent the significance of the artificial
core while simultaneously breaking up the monotony of its context. The
aesthetics of group form express continuity in a concise figural state-
ment in the arrangement of the objects. Group form does not attempt
to be tabula rasa, therefore, it adequately serves as a counterpoint to
homogeneity.
An emphasis on the transience of intersections within networks is criti-
cal to structuring urban space. Abandoning the principle of separation
and mono-functionality is obviously crucial at the territorial scale, but
it must also be a major tenet of the design of the infrastructural civic
complex. Division has been the generalized status quo within urbanism,
leading to cellular cities with oppositional zones: public and commer-
cial development, pedestrian and vehicle zones, etc. Designing the
infrastructural civic complex refocuses the problem on the design of
transitions and connections between disparate fragments. A properly
designed interface creates true cohesion within the urban fabric and
monumentalizes the moments of transition to define artificial cores.
Contemporary infrastructural hubs are designed as zero-friction envi-
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ronments, dictated more by the avoidance of friction and an emphasis
on smooth flow rather than any notion of the experience of bringing
together a large diversity of the public together in one place .Segrega-
tion of circulation flows from each other misses the embedded op-
portunity in bringing these systems together, requiring a design that is
beyond the optimization of movement. Alex Wall makes an appeal for
the reintegration of the car into the public domain, arguing that a new
kind of public space will emerge in which the car becomes a part of the
urban spectacle.
The term 'urban' is no longer characterized by physical density or prox-
imity to a center. Latent centrality is a fundamental tool for creating
a dense urban condition in the context of disurbanized, homogeneous
sprawl. Whereas metropolitanism creates an artificial urbanity within
a building, infrastructural nodes expressed as grouping of monumental
objects generate urban conditions through their proximity to each other
and the wiring of the infrastructures that feed into them. Within the no-
tion of the infrastructural interchange as a civic complex lies the shifted
perception of the public domain. Manuel de Sola-Morales describes
specific locations as inhabited by urban tribes with a shared interest
rather than the absolute individual . Immanuel Kant theorized that the
process of making judgments is based on an exchange with others and
it is in the confrontation with alternative viewpoints that one develops
their own ideas.
The public domain experience of confronting others in the same physi-
cal space is enhanced within the infrastructural civic complex as those
occupying the space continually shifts and the extension of the space
into the vehicles that arrive and depart from the station continuously
transforms over time.
A purely politically correct view of the public domain as a common
meeting place must be abandoned. Experiences in the contemporary
urban field occur at the boundary between friction and freedom. A
tension of confrontation and the unfamiliar arises. Coexistence of
conflicting entities is manifested in the formal language of the inter-
face between conflicting circulation systems. Group form crystallizes
the assembly of opposing viewpoints in the assemblage of opposing
infrastructural monument placed in close proximity to each other as
a bold implementation of a late-modernist tool applied to the current
urban condition.
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